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Amberjack feeding   

  
Marine Leisure  

Canyoning  

 

MMichi-no-Eki Tarumizu 　　　　　　　　　　　 　    is a roadside rest area where you
can behold the view of magnificent Mt Sakurajima and the
beautiful sea of Kagoshima Bay right in front of you.
Also, you can enjoy shopping for local specialties and
relaxing in a hot spring. 

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　            is a new roadside rest
area located along the coast where you can see Mt Sakurajima
and Mt Kaimon from across Kagoshima Bay. 
You can also enjoy the cafes and restaurants, plus
shopping and marine leisure too.

MMichi-no-Eki Tarumizu Hamabira

MMori-no-Eki (Forest Station) Tarumizu

Gourmet

Shower Climbing 

Accommodation
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Fairfield by MARRIOTT
Kagoshima Tarumizu

Livemax Resort
Sakurajima Sea Front Satsuma Meijimura

Mori-no-Eki  Tarumizu

Tarumizu’ s fishing port is
the number one producer
of Amberjack in Japan.
Prime Amberjack “Umi no
Ohkan” is fed special feed
such as Shochu lees and
green tea leaves. You enjoy
the fresh taste of this delicious
fish and good flavor.

The yellowtail of Tarumizu
are raised and farmed in
Kinko Bay where the
water is deep and the
temperature is stable.
This variety of fish is
characterized by its small
head and plump flesh.

Sakurajima Biyuton （pork）
is fed on natural hot spring
mineral water, and that
makes its meat shiny, great
texture and a sweet flavor.

Tarumizu is famous for its delicious mineral water and
is home to 10 mineral-water companies. You have so
many varieties to choose from.
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　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　    　　　　 is a rest area in
the forest at Sarugajo Gorge, situated only 10 minutes from
the ferry port.You can stay at the cottages or go camping.
You spend a great time amongst nature doing activities
such as canyoning, shower-climbing, fishing and
camp-cooking etc.
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Canyoning
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Sports Chanbara 

Wearing a wet suit, life- jacket and helmet,
enjoy and relax, surrendering to the
flow of a beautiful river only 10 minutes
from the Tarumizu ferry port.

Chanbara is a fun sport, freely conceived
regardless of age, gender or ability-level.
Everyone can truly enjoy Chanbara!

Azalea Garden

Climbing＆Trekking 

There are more than 100,000 azaleas from about
a hundred varieties in this park.
The best season is spring, when the
 entire hillside turns a gorgeous pink. 

The Osumi Peninsula where Tarumizu is located,
is covered with seven mountain peaks over 1,000
meters high. You also enjoy hiking the lower
mountain trails taking only 4 or 5 hours.
 

Shower Climbing

Amberjack Feeding 

Enjoy natural water slides or swimming
and playing in the river among large
granite boulders.

Tarumizu is the largest producer of greater
amberjack in Japan. Learn about feeding,
catching, cleaning the fish, and of course
enjoy eating it too. And, if you’re lucky,
on this tour you may see wild dolphins
out on the bay.

Thousand Ginkos Garden

A local couple have been cultivating and taking
care of 1,200 gingko trees on their land since
1978. The best time to see the splendor
is early December. The autumn leaves
color the whole mountain gold.

Dressing-up in Yukata

Making Baumkuchen

How about walking around the forest in a
Japanese yukata? At the same time,
you can experience making Japanese
sushi, and learn some calligraphy too.

The baumkuchen you make yourself is spread
on a bamboo tube and baked slowly over an
open fire. This dish will warm your body and
heart.

Flute Making

Trout Fishing

You can make your own flute very simply.

You can do trout fishing at Mori no Eki 
(Forrest station) . You can grill and
eat the delicious rainbow trout you
caught on the spot.

Marine Leisure　

Satsuma Buttons

Here you can enjoy a variety of marine
sports, such as SUP, canoeing, wake
board, banana boat and mirage eclipse.

Satsuma buttons were produced near the end
of Edo period. As a part of Japonism culture,
they were very valuable collectibles in the
West. Today, artisans make company emblems, 
brooches, pendants, tie pins etc.　

Fishing

Sweet-potato Harvest

You can enjoy fishing
on Kinko Bay.
Have the fish you
caught and served up
for dinner.

Experience harvesting sweet potatoes.
You can enjoy barbecue of chicken and
home-grown vegetables for lunch, and
take home sweet potatoes as a souvenir.
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